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instinct/' He went on : " They succeed one another
in breathless haste, each followed by a noisy crowd of
critics bellowing and shouting praise or blame/' And
he went on to ask: " Were a paper to have no adver-
tising columns, do you suppose it would review half the
new books it does? "
In the Observer Mr. J. L. Garvin has for a large number
of years indulged his peculiar form of hero-worship,
whenever he could find a hero. He is the type of writer
who needs some prominent figure about which he can
twine himself, as ivy creeps round the trunk of a tree*
He began in his youth with Parnell, the Irish Home Rule
leader. He then clung to Joseph Chamberlain, and by his
violent advocacy of Tariff Reform did more than any
other single factor to break up the Conservative Party
and cause their utter rout in 1906.
Later, after making several experiments with unsuitable
" hosts" (to use the scientific term), he found in
Mussolini the perfect Strong, Silent Man of his Kipling-
esque imagination. It is a delusion to suppose that the
Observer is bought for his articles, though it may have
been so once. If it were not a first-class news sheet, it
would have declined long ago.
Of the two weekly reviews which may be thought to
influence opinion, one, the Spectator* is capitalist, the
other, the New Statesman, anti-capitalist. Their circula-
tions are about equal. They are serious, well-informed,
usually fair in their comment* A few years ago the
Spectator was moving leftwards, but the engines were
reversed when an interest in it was bought by a wealthy
Liberal Free Churchman.
How the New Statesman is financed has always been a
mystery. It must have lost a great deal of somebody's
money* Now it flourishes as never before. Its domestic

